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NLA International is a Blue Economy solutions company creating concepts and projects to provide socio-economic
benefit in the marine and maritime environments. We believe passionately in the potential of modern technology and
the application of satellite datasets. Our experts curate and incorporate leading edge, exciting technologies in the design
of innovative environmental and commercial projects spanning situational awareness and ground truthing in fisheries,
smart connected aquaculture solutions and resilient position, navigation and timing systems. NLA understands the huge
breadth of the Blue Economy, and draws on its unrivalled insights to offer advisory and delivery services to a broad range
of customers, from tech start-ups, to corporates and governments.
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The Blue Economy invests in resources and utilises technology to protect, preserve and derive greater environmental,
economic and social benefit from the seas and oceans.
70% of the planet is covered by water. 90% of global economic trade is transported by sea. Our seas and oceans are
an abundant blend of environmental, ecological, scientific, cultural and mineral riches that are inextricably linked with
the sustainability of life, food security and the global economy. It is, however, ironic that on the one hand we are
plundering and polluting the oceans to unsustainable levels whilst, on the other, we have barely started to explore
their socio-economic potential.
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We’re knowledge led. We work with the very best operators, experts, scientists, creatives and innovators. We design
and utilise rigorous processes that guide, research and deploy learning to achieve sustainable impact. We learn by doing
and we share that learning. We seek new ideas, we engage with new people and we create and lead consortiums that
develop new capabilities. We initiate, programme and manage complex Blue Economy projects and activities nationally
and internationally.

international capabilities
Blue Economy Strategy
Releasing the potential of your ocean space requires vision but that vision is only brought to life by robust and well considered policy.
Our team work at national level – informed by international best practice – to develop a meaningful Blue Economy Ocean Policy and
framework to unite efforts and galvanise commitment and resource with focus. Contact us at BEStrategy@nlai.blue to find out more
about our work to build National Ocean Policies that enable Blue Economies.

A nation with ocean assets has great wealth. That wealth is precious and vulnerable. As economies grow the need to protect
natural assets and human activity at sea grows too. Our team of experts develop situational awareness solutions that bring
transparency to marine and maritime activity. Monitoring activity allows marine spatial planning and provides early warning
of accidents, spills, crime, pollution, climate and coastal change. To talk to us about Blue Economy Security please contact us
at BESecurity@nlai.blue
Blue Economy Markets
The Blue Economy is vast and hungry for solutions to a host of technological, operational, safety and security needs. The
appetite for innovation is strong but for many companies these are uncharted waters. We support innovators and entrepreneurs to understand the market potential of their ideas and to develop their offerings to meet Blue Economy needs – from
undertaking primary market research to finding and approaching paying customers. To test the growth potential of your
innovation please contact us at BEMarkets@nlai.blue
Expert Witness
Our team includes accomplished maritime operators, navigators, hydrographers and maritime domain awareness experts.
We support clients in legal cases through the provision of expert witness services. To speak to an expert please contact us at
BEwitness@nlai.blue
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Blue Economy Security

Innovative solutions through

Autonomy

• Influencing, communicating and
facilitating
• Creating concepts
• Establishing consortia of R&D organisations,
technologists, funds and governments
• Designing systems
• Programme management
• Operational leadership
• Evaluating impact
• Implementing sustainable capabilities

Vessels are operated by the people on board, or at least they were until
recently. Nowadays there is an unstoppable rise in marine autonomous
systems, remotely operated using terrestrial radio networks and satellite
connectivity and full scale autonomous ships are becoming a reality. That
said, truly autonomous ships will be rare initially, whilst smart connected
ships are rapidly increasing in numbers. Fully integrated ships systems
(bridge, propulsion and ancillary) will be continuously connected with
shore authorities through satellite communications and advanced machine
learning software, transforming the global supply chain and all kinds of
maritime operations. NLA is working with technologists at this frontier;
applying user perspectives, showcasing their innovations and developing
tangible examples to demonstrate the value that these systems can create.

Aquaculture
Our aquaculture activities fuse an operational understanding of aquaculture challenges,
preventative maintenance practices more often witnessed in the aviation sector, remote
sensing and machine learning. This blending of ideas is an NLA characteristic; we believe
that big leaps in performance require big leaps in innovation. We do this by transposing
ideas from other industries and guiding technology providers to meet real and
well-articulated user needs in the Blue Economy.

Fisheries management
We’re exploring the role of crowdsourced situational awareness data to support fisheries
management. Empowering local fisherfolk with accessible, resilient technology correlating
location and time stamped data with a photograph taken by the fisherfolk is a new piece of the
maritime domain awareness jigsaw. The images are combined in a data collation hub with other
sources such as AIS and VMS vessel tracking services, earth observation data and reports from
governance vessels. Thus, empowered fisherfolk become the champions of good fisheries
management, protecting artisanal livelihoods and supporting a sustainable marine ecosystem.
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A fourth data stream from space

• Influencing, communicating and
facilitating
• Creating concepts
• Establishing consortia of R&D organisations,
technologists, funds and governments
• Designing systems
• Programme management
• Operational leadership
• Evaluating impact
• Implementing sustainable capabilities

The phenomenon of ‘sea blindness’ has persisted for as long as people
have been at sea; the ocean can be an inhospitable, lonely place without radio connectivity or the ability to see further than the visual
horizon. Although radar was a game-changer, it too only extends
situational awareness as far as the radar horizon. Space has therefore
transformed maritime operations, giving the mariner more
connectivity than ever before, providing incredibly accurate position,
navigation and timing information, and broadening horizons with
high definition optical and radar images. Radio frequency detection
and analysis will continue that transformation, offering the fourth
data stream from space; NLA is pioneering the use of RF data sets in
maritime domain awareness platforms to enhance ocean monitoring
and governance. Coupled with increasingly sophisticated terrestrial
services, these space-based technologies herald an era of ‘sea vison’ in
which we will soon see all that we need to support the Blue Economy.

Safe navigation
It will come as no surprise that, alongside all who work in the maritime industry, safety at sea is a subject of great
importance to us. A growing number of vessels, larger ships, increasing autonomy, higher volumes of offshore and
subsea infrastructure, new sea ways and land reclamation are just a few examples that combine to make safe
navigation an increasing challenge. It’s for this reason that we champion the improved resilience and integrity of
position, navigation and timing solutions. Our MarRINav project (funded by the European Space Agency) has
allowed us to lead a consortium of world class navigation and maritime experts to address this fundamental
element of operations at sea.

Marine protected areas
When the area of sea space of a country’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ) is considered alongside the land the
World perspective on a ‘big country’ changes. What were once small islands are now being considered as large
ocean nations; rich in natural resources and precious ecosystems. Marine protected areas (MPA) are one way to
manage these vast areas of ocean and the evolution of space enabled technologies allows us to monitor these areas
more than ever before. Such capabilities will play a key role in sustaining the ocean environment and the people
and economies that depend upon it and NLA is committed to leading thinking and implementation in this field.
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Our Expertise
We assemble the very best expertise to suit the needs of each project

Operations and project management

Satellite applications

Business strategy, development and management

Maritime navigation

Search and recovery project management

Creative branding

Marine domain and maritime situational awareness

Fisheries and Marine Protected Area management

Market monitoring and analysis

Financial control

Maritime market research

Marine and maritime research

Bid writing and funding applications
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